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Abstract

Disparities in pediatric health care quality are well described in the literature, yet practical approaches to decreasing them remain elusive. Quality improvement (QI) approaches are appealing for addressing disparities because they offer a set of strategies by which to target modifiable aspects of care delivery and a method for tailoring or changing an intervention over time based on data monitoring. However, few examples in the literature exist of QI interventions successfully decreasing disparities, particularly in pediatrics, due to well-described challenges in developing, implementing, and studying QI with vulnerable populations or in underresourced settings. In addition, QI interventions aimed at improving quality overall may not improve disparities, and in some cases, may worsen them if there is greater uptake or effectiveness of the intervention among the population with better outcomes at baseline. In this article, the authors review some of the challenges faced by researchers and frontline clinicians seeking to use QI to address health disparities and propose an agenda for moving the field forward. Specifically, they propose that those designing and implementing disparities-focused QI interventions reconsider comparator groups, use more rigorous evaluation methods, carefully consider the evidence for particular interventions and the context in which they were developed, directly engage the social determinants of health, and leverage community resources to build collaborative networks and engage community members. Ultimately, new partnerships between communities, providers serving vulnerable populations, and QI researchers will be required for QI interventions to achieve their potential related to health care disparity reduction.

Despite a proliferation of research, policy, and legislative efforts aimed toward eliminating racial/ethnic health disparities in the United States, pervasive inequities in health care persist.1 Since the Institute of Medicine’s seminal report on health disparities,2 an increasing number of pediatric-specific studies reveal that minority children receive poor quality health care across the spectrum of services, including primary care, chronic disease management, and patient safety.1,3-11 In primary care, minority children have lower rates of well child visits, weight and height checks during well child visits, counseling, and time alone with providers for teenagers.5,6 For chronic condition management, non-Hispanic black and Hispanic children with asthma are less likely to have daily inhaled antiinflammatory therapy.7,8 Among patient safety measures, minority children have higher rates of decubitus ulcers and preventable infections during hospitalization.1,4 The deficiencies in quality experienced by minority children are compounded by high rates of poverty and
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With the increasing recognition that such barriers are deeply rooted and complexly intertwined, policy makers have gravitated toward the quality improvement (QI) framework as a solutions-based approach to reduce disparities among children. With a defined set of principles and intervention tools, QI offers an evidence-based, familiar, and potentially fertile platform for addressing disparities by targeting potentially modifiable aspects of care delivery and refining the approach over time. Yet disparities-focused QI remains a nascent field with little definition of core principles, methodologies, analytics, and expected outcomes. This article aims to (1) describe the rationale for disparities-focused QI, (2) summarize the existing evidence regarding disparities-focused QI, (3) discuss potential barriers to using QI to address pediatric health disparities, and (4) provide an agenda for merging health disparities research and QI into a rigorous, patient-centered field of study and implementation.

RATIONAL FOR USING QI TO ADDRESS PEDIATRIC HEALTH DISPARITIES

QI consists of systematic, data-guided, and continuous actions that aim to measurably improve health care services and the health status of targeted patient groups by improving uptake of best practices into clinical care. Although many types of programs and interventions may seek to improve some aspect of care quality, the QI interventions we refer to here explicitly aim to implement services and standards that are known or strongly believed to be effective in improving outcomes, yet have not been integrated adequately into care delivery. Multiple QI frameworks exist, but all aim to understand a health care organization’s current state, identify areas for improvement, design and implement a strategy to achieve that improvement, and then collect data to monitor progress and adjust the strategy as needed over time. All QI interventions involve on-going data collection and evaluation of the intervention effects. In some cases, the evaluation is also structured to generate generalizable knowledge about the particular intervention or the QI method; these more rigorous evaluations aimed at generalizable knowledge, rather than just local knowledge, are referred to as QI research or QI science. Although in some cases the distinction between a nonresearch QI intervention and QI science is clear, in other cases ambiguity exists. For example, the decision to more rigorously analyze and publish the results of a QI intervention may be made only after the initial results, collected as part of the QI approach, are known. In this article, most of the examples are drawn from the published literature and so by definition relate to QI science. However, the majority of our comments can be applied equally to nonresearch QI interventions, as these also require data collection and evaluation plans, and have the potential to address health care disparities. We will use the terms QI or QI intervention when discussing issues that generally apply to both research and nonresearch undertakings, and QI research or QI science when referring to aspects specifically related to formal research about a QI intervention.

Both QI interventions and QI research have the potential to meaningfully address health disparities, through a diverse set of empirically supported tools to both implement and encourage QI. These include standardized clinical pathways, benchmarking, performance incentives, public reporting, provider reminder systems, and decision aids. Part of the appeal of QI to address disparities lies in the fact that it offers a platform by which to address modifiable care delivery variables, instead of trying to ameliorate less readily mutable factors such as poverty and implicit bias among care providers. QI also has the potential to address many possible causes of suboptimal patient outcomes, by sequentially and iteratively targeting various aspects of the patient and provider experience based on on-going metric monitoring. Overall, the conceptual link between health care quality and improving equity has been strengthened by several developments. The Institute of Medicine laid the groundwork for using QI to address disparities by naming equity as a core domain of health care quality, then elevating it to its current status as a cross-cutting domain that should be considered within and across each of the other domains. The Agency for Healthcare Research and Quality (AHRQ) has formalized the important link between quality and equity with its annual quality and disparity reports. Legislation in the past several years has also mobilized more resources toward pediatric quality and disparities measurement, including the Children’s Health Insurance Program Reauthorization Act and the Affordable Care Act (ACA). The ACA in particular requires improved collection of race/ethnicity data and reporting of quality performance measures stratified by race/ethnicity. As a result, there is both a great deal of optimism at the clinician and organization levels that QI might address modifiable aspects of care delivery that are propagating disparities as well as a great deal of encouragement from policy and regulatory bodies to pursue those avenues. In this current environment, understanding the challenges, opportunities, and future directions of disparities-oriented QI is of relevance to all QI researchers and clinicians caring for underserved populations.

EVIDENCE BASE FOR DISPARITIES-FOCUSED QI

As enumerated by Weinick and Hasnain-Wynia, the projected outcomes of successful QI efforts...
aimed at general clinical populations may follow 3 distinct trajectories, all with differing impact on disparities (Fig 1). The ideal path would occur when application of a general QI intervention results in disparity reduction. In this case, the QI intervention would improve care for all children but have an amplified effect on the care of minority populations experiencing disparities. An early study among adults engendered a great deal of enthusiasm, in which a QI project involving patient outcome monitoring, performance data feedback, and clinician education was initiated to improve care for a diverse population of patients on hemodialysis.24 After multiple improvement cycles, the percentages of white and African American patients receiving appropriate hemodialysis dosages vastly improved. Concurrently, the gap between white and African American patients significantly decreased from 10% to 3%, demonstrating that a QI intervention could have an amplified effect for racial/ethnic minorities.

In a second path, a QI intervention may improve quality at the same rate for all groups. If implementation of an intervention improves quality equally for all race/ethnicity groups, disparities remain constant. Multiple adult studies in diverse clinical settings have demonstrated that disparities persist after implementation of overall successful QI interventions.25–28

In a third trajectory, a QI intervention may result in differential rates of uptake or effect of an evidence-based intervention. In these scenarios, disadvantaged populations may benefit less, with a consequential widening of gaps in care between groups. If a provider in a high minority-serving practice lacks the resources to implement a particular decision aid tool that is implemented elsewhere, the gaps between well-resourced practices and poorly resourced practices may widen. Alternatively, QI interventions designed with data exclusively from majority populations (who are more likely to participate in research)29 may lead to initiatives that have efficacy in only those groups. For example, if a major driver of inhaled steroid underuse for minority patients is lack of trust between parents and providers, leading to lower adherence to provider recommendations, a decision support tool aimed at provider prescribing might not improve outcomes among minority patients, while being highly effective for nonminority patients. This phenomenon of QI exacerbating disparities has been observed in adult QI interventions. In 1 study, the public release of coronary artery bypass grafting report cards in New York was associated with a widening of the disparity in grafting use between white versus African American and Hispanic patients.30

This study highlighted the potential unintended consequences of public reporting, such as physicians avoiding high-risk patients to improve their ratings.

A systematic review by Chin et al31 provided pediatric-specific data on the potential for interventions focused on quality to reduce child disparities. Included studies were those that focused on reducing racial/ethnic disparities or in which at least 50% of study participants were from minority backgrounds. Study interventions had to target 1 or more aspects of health care quality or outcomes among children, but a QI framework or the iterative approach typically used in QI were not required. Successful interventions relied on lay health outreach workers, home visits, and integration of the intervention into existing community-based organizations. Many of the included studies did not assess changes in disparities between racial/ethnic groups as an outcome, but looked only at within-group improvement. However, these findings point toward attributes that may help QI interventions succeed to decrease disparities.

The evidence base for QI as a method for addressing disparities was most recently assessed by AHRQ in a systemic review that aimed to evaluate whether QI interventions were effective in reducing disparities.32 No pediatric studies met inclusion criteria. The review,

FIGURE 1 Potential effects of QI interventions on health disparities. (Adapted from Weinick RM, Hasnain-Wynia R. Quality improvement efforts under health reform: how to ensure that they help reduce disparities—not increase them. Health Aff (Millwood). 2011;30(10):1838–1839.)
consisting of 14 studies, concluded there was insufficient evidence to demonstrate that QI interventions can close disparity gaps. The authors of the review cited several challenges to conducting such a systematic review, including the paucity of studies assessing gaps between groups; the breadth and heterogeneity of clinical conditions, populations, QI strategies, comparators, clinical outcomes, and disparities of interest; and challenges to indexing QI strategies in medical literature databases. The overall findings of the AHRQ evidence report were consistent with a previous review by Beach et al33 demonstrating a lack of evidence supporting QI interventions designed to reduce disparities. In this review, 27 controlled trials (4 pediatric or adolescent-focused) were assessed. Only 2 QI studies specifically targeted reducing disparities, whereas the remaining studies were generic QI interventions. Overall, there was poor evidence to determine which interventions might reduce disparities between racial/ethnic minority patients and majority patients. This lack of compelling evidence for QI interventions to decrease disparities reflects the current state of the field and the need to address specific barriers in future research.

**SETTING AN AGENDA TO INTEGRATE QI AND PEDIATRIC HEALTH DISPARITIES RESEARCH**

QI approaches face special challenges to reducing inequities in care, and these challenges are encountered at multiple levels, from the health care system to the patient population. First, many health care institutions do not routinely collect data on race/ethnicity or preferred language for care. Therefore, data according to relevant subgroups may not be available at the time that QI interventions are chosen, implemented, and evaluated. Second, QI interventions such as pay-for-performance programs and public reporting have the potential to undermine care for underserved populations in multiple ways.34 These include incentivizing providers to avoid caring for children who are perceived to be high-risk and financially penalizing providers without the resources to participate in costly QI programs.34,35 Third, patients in underserved communities may not have the capacity to fully engage in QI efforts because of economic, cultural, or language barriers. Therefore, any application of QI interventions to disparities must overcome these challenges through careful selection of conceptual frameworks, research design, and evaluation.

Despite an evidence base still in its infancy and substantial barriers to conducting QI interventions in underserved communities, QI remains a promising pathway toward addressing the modifiable aspects of care delivery that cause and propagate disparities. As others have noted, the difficulty in establishing a disparities-based QI agenda is the multifactorial nature of disparities attributable to the social determinants of health.16,36 The next critical maturation step in integrating health disparities research and QI interventions into a cohesive, robust field will require researchers to modify historical paradigms for conducting both health disparities and QI interventions. Below, we outline 5 key areas of focus for clinicians, researchers, and policy makers investing in advancing the field of QI disparities.

**Consideration of Comparators**

By definition, interventions aimed at decreasing disparities require data on both the minority group(s) in question and the majority group being used as a reference population, to track the disparity between the 2 over time. Although health disparities research has historically relied on such racial/ethnic comparators, the role of such comparators in QI evaluations may require reconsideration in some contexts for several reasons. As already mentioned, baseline race/ethnicity data are not consistently available for QI interventions, although this circumstance will likely improve because of the ACA.15 Second, there are no benchmarks for what constitutes a clinically important reduction of a racial/ethnic disparity. Third, QI studies may be underpowered to detect differences due to insufficient numbers of children in different racial/ethnic categories. Fourth, because many providers who serve minority patients tend to serve predominantly minority populations, nonminority reference groups may not be readily available within the same clinical setting. Therefore, some QI projects may be best conducted by targeting well-documented, high-risk populations for intervention, rather than trying to improve care for all children in a clinical setting simultaneously. This will allow better customization and cultural tailoring of QI initiatives, whereby specific root causes of disparities can be targeted, either with the initial intervention or iteratively over time in response to data monitoring. This approach may in turn increase the efficiency and effectiveness of interventions, and it is reflected in most of the currently published QI interventions to improve care for underserved children.31,37,38

Comparisons of outcomes according to race/ethnicity will still be important to monitor progress and guard against exacerbation of disparities with QI initiatives. However, for customized interventions targeted to single high-risk groups, such comparisons will not be feasible. Instead, comparisons made within a specifically targeted group, ideally between practices or hospitals serving similar populations, should be considered for robustly evaluating the impact of the QI intervention.

**Rigor of QI Interventions Addressing Disparities**

Increasing the methodological rigor of the development, implementation,
and evaluation of QI interventions will be essential if we are to successfully leverage these techniques to decrease disparities. Uncontrolled, observational designs used by many QI intervention evaluations have impeded our ability to understand what works.39,40 This is a particular problem for lower-resourced health care settings, which are less likely to have a QI team of their own developing internal interventions, and more likely to be reliant on approaches developed and studied at well-resourced institutions. Improved methodological rigor and reporting from studies at well-resourced institutions will help those with fewer resources identify interventions that are more likely to work with their populations.

Specifically, groups undertaking QI research should consider robust evaluation methods, such as interrupted time series analysis,41 statistical process control,42 or stepped wedge design.43 These methods are particularly relevant for disparities-focused interventions, because they evaluate effectiveness in real-world settings, including the influence of structural and subconscious processes that are difficult to measure but contribute to disparities. They also help separate intervention effect from temporal and contextual influences, which is essential for successful translation of interventions from 1 setting into another. For example, Ratanawongsa et al’s44 use of a stepped wedge design to study a multilingual telephone coaching intervention for Medicaid-insured adults with diabetes illustrates the design’s strengths. The authors found that the gradual roll-out of the intervention allowed for practical allocation of their time and resources, and allowed the analysis to account for secular trends and iterative changes to the intervention over time. It also included a relevant comparison group without withholding a promising intervention from vulnerable patients, as a traditional control group would. In addition, preexisting race/ethnicity data are not needed for a stepped wedge design, as long as they are collected from the start of the evaluation. Speroff and O’Connor45 offer further examples of rigorous evaluation methods appropriate to disparities-oriented QI research.

Understanding Context and Intended Mechanism of Intervention

QI interventions focused on disparities would also benefit from a careful consideration of intervention mechanisms and context, both in selecting and evaluating interventions. To understand the likely impact of an intervention, provider groups who are looking to the literature or other institutions for QI interventions should carefully consider the care structure, processes, and outcomes currently in place in their health care setting; the context surrounding those care delivery attributes; how those compare with the ones described in the study; and whether they differ for different groups of patients. For example, family-centered rounds have been widely implemented, introducing a new process to engage patients and families in inpatient care and improve communication.46,47 However, the different preexisting processes for engaging and communicating with families with limited English proficiency were generally not taken into account. Even when professional interpreters were provided for family-centered rounds, the experiences and comprehension of families with limited English proficiency differed from those of English proficient families, highlighting the difficulties associated with implementing a single improvement initiative across multiple groups that have different preexisting processes.48,49 In other arenas, investigators have recognized that many low-income and minority families interface with the health care system in ways that differ from other families. For example, Patterson et al50 report on a QI intervention they developed to facilitate provision of overdue well-child services, including immunizations, developmental screening, and anticipatory guidance, at acute care visits, to improve services for families that might otherwise face financial and logistical barriers to coming in for nonurgent care. These examples illustrate the importance of understanding the potential mechanisms of action of the intervention and potential barriers or facilitators to uptake or effectiveness. In some cases, the addition of a novel, low-cost delivery approach with high use among vulnerable populations, such as text messaging,51 may enhance the effectiveness of an intervention developed among other populations. Careful attention should also be paid to the context in which a project is conducted, including the available resources, organizational culture, leadership involvement, and data infrastructure, because contextual factors can greatly facilitate or impede the success of the intervention.52-54

Understanding the context and intended mechanism of the intervention is critical to ensuring effective translation to a new setting or population.

Engagement of Social Determinants of Health

More direct engagement of social determinants of health in QI interventions may not only promote improved health outcomes in clinical settings but also advance population health in communities. Increasingly, researchers are assessing community factors to inform QI efforts and improve community health at multiple levels, beyond those normally directly involved in health care access or delivery. In a study by Beck et al,55 a geographic social risk index was found to be associated with asthma-related reutilization among children. The tool they
developed and embedded in the electronic medical record was then used to inform targeted, patient-level interventions, including referral for reduction of in-home environmental risks such as mold.\(^5^6\) Such geographic data could also inform community level preventive approaches, targeting neighborhood hot spots that could benefit from public health initiatives. In a study by Woods et al,\(^3^8\) a comprehensive QI intervention improved health outcomes for urban, low-income children with asthma. This study addressed social determinants in several ways. First, program development used a community-based participatory approach involving Community and Family Advisory Boards. Second, the multidimensional intervention addressed several social determinants of health, including exposure to high levels of asthma triggers found in poor housing and deteriorating schools and chronic stress due to community violence. Intervention components consisted of providing all patients with high efficiency particulate air vacuums and bedding encasements, environmental materials tailored to their needs, and extermination as needed. Community health workers provided culturally effective communication about asthma treatment and addressed personal beliefs about asthma.

**Leveraging Community Resources and Capacity to Overcome Resource Gaps**

As many vulnerable populations receive care in underresourced health care settings, promotion of QI in these areas may require significant modification and adaptation of existing interventions, careful attention to both financial and intellectual resources, and creative approaches to funding and implementation. Previous research on health disparities collaboratives in community health centers demonstrates that QI efforts conducted with underserved populations can be effective with appropriate funding.\(^5^7\) Without such funding, collaboration with community-based organizations and integration of community-level mechanisms for patient outreach may provide opportunities to leverage resources and increase the sustainability of initiatives. For example, lay health workers have demonstrated some benefit in improving health outcomes for children with chronic conditions,\(^5^8\) by establishing effective links between clinics and community members through education and coaching.\(^3^1\) Such collaboration with community organizations and services may result in QI interventions more likely to meet community needs. These partnerships may also lead to funding opportunities through agencies such as the Patient Centered Outcomes Research Institute, where patient and stakeholder engagement is central in the research mission. The Patient Centered Outcomes Research Institute, which has an Addressing Disparities program, requires funded applicants to involve patients and relevant stakeholders on their research teams throughout the study, helping to identify research questions, choose comparators and outcomes, identify and recruit study populations, develop research materials, and interpret and disseminate findings.\(^5^9\)

**CONCLUSIONS**

With improving quality established as a central tenet of ongoing health care system redesign, rigorously conducted QI interventions represent a core strategy toward achieving the triple aim of enhancing patient experience, lowering cost, and improving population health.\(^6^0\) For underserved children, QI holds promise as a method by which to address longstanding inequities in care delivery. The medical literature has yet to reveal a demonstrable impact of QI interventions on reducing disparities. However, these findings may speak to the complex nature of health disparities, measurement and evaluation challenges, and the structural barriers encountered in underresourced communities. Successful integration of QI and health disparities research will require reconsideration of comparators; improved methodological rigor in selecting and evaluating interventions; increased consideration of context; proactive attention to social determinants of health; and leveraging of community resources. More practically, it will necessitate new collaborative partnerships between QI researchers in highly resourced settings and frontline providers committed to improving the care of minority populations. Such efforts may foster more tailored, efficient interventions and inform initiatives to improve clinical outcomes, ultimately improving community and population health.
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